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A MODEL OF APROJECT ACT1VITY*
ttvEDVARI) A. STOFIR
This paper preSents a SilflpIt' tndt'I oJ a project actii'ity in flhiiCh thethect,iIS (tOmple,e ii gireii task at minimum cost. The problem is Jiirmulau'd(IS (1th'tisio,i problem(('Oilan uncertain numberofstages Tue optimal solution is found for the time-ineariunt case and the
imphca,ionc for the design ofact it'ii coflt?'O! Sjsti'IflS art' discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses a simple model of a projectactivity. It will beassumed that a given task must be completed at minimum Cost. The timetaken to complete
the task is not specified beforehand and willnot be known exactly until afterthe task has been finished. The expected duration ofthe activities maynot be long
enough to allow them to be described by stochasticprocesses which have achieved
a steady state. Thus the activities have a "project" ratherthan a "process"
orientation. When the task has been completed, theorganization which performed
the work either disbands or goes on to performanother task. In the mathematical
model the system will have to move froman initial state to a final state; attainment
of the latter will represent completion of the task.The problem will be statedas
a single-person multi-stage decision problem under uncertainty.It will be assumed
that the state, x ,of the system at time t isa scalar variable representing theamount
of work remaining to be completed. The decisionat time t, a1 e R', specifies the
levels of m different resources whichare to be used at time t.
Examples of economic activities which might bemodelled in this way are:
(i) (simple) construction projects in which thetotal amount of work involved
can be aggregated and represented by a scalar quantity, (ii)a single activity from
a PERT or CPM network, or (iii) a single productionrun from a job shop (see
[8] for further details). The objective of thepaper is to study the design of manage-
ment control systems for this type of activity.
The project activity model described here hasseveral unusual features.
In the first place, the objective is to designa control system for a single activity
rather than for a network of activitiesas in PERT or CPM. In network models
the problem of controlling individual activities isnot explicitly considered and
each activity is described either in terms ofa given probability distribution of
finishing times as in PERTor by a given cost-time trade-off curve as in "CPM
cost" [9]. One possible use of the type of model developed inthis paper would be
to provide a rational method of developing data concerning the characteristics
of individual activities for inclusion in thesenetwork models. In addition, the
* Thispaper is based on a part of my Ph.D. dissertation submitted to the University of California.
Berkeley. lam indebted to the members ofmy dissertation committee--Pt of. T. A. Marshak (Chairman),
Prof. R. C. Grinold and Prcf. P. P. Varaiyafortheir guidance and comments. I am also indebted to
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325model in this paper involves an uncertaintime horizon while themanagement
science literature concerning productionactivities has usually assumedeither
finite time horizons or infinite time horizons. A typical example is the aggregate
production planning and smoothing model of Holt et al. [4].
In Section 2, the activity control system design problem is described. Sect ion
analyzes a version of the activity model in which it is assumed that the actions can
be adjusted continuously over time, while Section 4 is concerned with the case
where the decision stages are discrete. The optimal solution for the continuous
case has a very simple and convenientform. The results for the discretecase
approximate those for the continuous case for activities of long expected duration.
Section 5 states solutions of the activity control problem for some commonly used
cost and production functions. Section 6 uses the results of the previous Sections
to discuss the general problem of designing control systems for activities of
random duration.
2. THE ACTIVITYCONTROl. SYsrExi PRoIuIl
Both continuous and discrete-time versions oF the activity modelwillhe dis-
cussed in this paper. However, organizational decisions cannot usually be adjusted
continuously over time, and it seems more appropriate to introduce the activity
control system model initially as a problem with discrete decision stages.
Knowledge of the technology of the activity will be described by a sequence of
cost functions, c,(a,) and production functions. f,(o,), r0. 1,2, In general,
uncertainty will exist concerning these functions. For example, uncertainty about
future factor prices will prevent exact specification of the function, c,, and uncer-
tainty with respect to such factors as the quality of the work force, quality of
material inputs, and future weather conditions will prevent exact specification
of the production function, f,. These uncertainties are modelled by including
additive random disturbance terms. y, and,. in the cost and production functions
as shown in (1) below. The functions c, and]; are themselves assumed to be deter-
ministic and continuous. Uncertainty will also exist with respect to the total
quantity of work, x°, involved in the task. In a construction context this uncertainty
occurs for example,_because estimates of the quantity of work involved are
obtained from blueprints which may be based on only approximate datacon-
cerning actual topological and geological conditions. In a production setting,
x° might represent the total orders outstanding for a productat the beginning of
the production run. Uncertainty here might be clue to inaccuraciesor delays in
the information system. Although in general, the statesx, cannot be observed
exactly, an assumption of perfect observation will be made throughout thispaper.
It will beshown that thisassumption is not of great importance in that theexpected
value of perfect information will usually be small for the problems analyzed.
The objective of the activity manager is to choose actions,a, A,, t0,1.
2.....which will minimize the expected cost of the activity. The action possibility
set, A,R, defines a constraint on the actions availableat time1.It is assumed
that f,(a,) +,, aEA,, is always non-negative, or in other words, that the amount
of work remaining to be completed decreasesmonotonically over time. Informa-
tIon, concerning the current level ofx,, becomes available at time z and an action,
326a,E/1,, is selected according to a decision rule,;. The decision rules can be
functions of the history of prior observations, x'(x0,X1,...,X) and actions, at_I=(a0, a1 .....a,_i)''Thus the periodtactionis given, ingeneral, by = ;(x, a1)A policy,,is a collection of decisionrules,
. The stateIthe system is a random variable witha probability distributionwhich depends on the policy,chosen. Sometimes thisdependenceOflwill be recog-




(a) Initial condition:x0 =
in (I) the expectation is taken with respect to x°,cc1 .....'/0' 'I.....The time
of the last decision, T1, is a random variable. It is assumedthat the output
/(a,) +,, and cost, c1(a) +, occuruniformly over time. The random variable
defined by the ratio, x_ i/[fT_1(a. I) +..],in the objective function is
therefore the fraction of the last time period in which work takesplace and the
term,(CT_ I(aT_ I)+ 71-- I)I[fT-i(a1-_) +J.x-_,in (I) is the cost incurred
in the last time period. In the following discussion the activity model (I)will be
specialized to the time-invariant case where c= c, Jf. A, = A,= 0, 1,2,...
and {y,,t = 0,1,2,.. .} and {,,i = 0,1,2,. ..} are each assumed to beidentically
distributed sequences of random variables. It is also assumed thatx0,, ç1.....
v .. are independent.
As stated above, the possibility of imperfect information concerning the
states of the system is not considered in this model. However it is worth noting
that the general problem of activity control system design would modify (I)to
allow for imperfect observation and would explicitly take into account the cost of
generating information concerning the system states. The modified model would
then be solved to find the expected cost of completing the activity for each available
information system and finally, the optimal information system would be chosen
(see [6]).
3. CoNrINuous-Ti1E RANDOM DURATION MODEL
The results for a continuous time version of problem (I) are much simpler
and will therefore be presented first. Thus, in this section it will be assumed that
the level of resources applied to the task can be adjusted continuously. In other
words, the set of possible times at which a decision can be made is the positive
real line R'.. = [0, ce]. Let x,eRbe the amount of work left at time:. A con-
tinuous, time-invariant version of the dynamic equation, (I b), is dx, =f(a) d
(b) Dynamics: = .v - (J(a,) +).I =0, 1,2,.
(c) Final condition:0X_f1a-)cT-I
(d) Admissible actions : a = ;(x',atI) =o, I, 2.....
f(aTI)+C1
Y() = mmE[(c(a,)++ -1(aTI) + iT- t)T-i(6)
dc,, wheref: Rm -R'. is the production function andis a COntinuous martingale
with constant mean,g. Let,=g + u,, where u, is a continuous rnartingale with
a zero mean. The system equation becomes:
dx, =f(a,) di --gdidu,.
Similarly, a continuous, time-invariant version of the cost equation in (1)
dc,= c(a,)dt+ dy,,
where c:Rm - R'.,.is the cost function and y, is a continuous rnartingale with
constant mean I,. Let y,=h + w,, where w, is a continuous martingale witha
zero mean. The instantaneous cost is therefore:
dc, = c(a,) di +-Ii di +dw,.
The initial condition, x0, will be a random variable with mean p0. Therandom
variables, x0, u,, w,,i will be assumed to be independent of one another.
Fort0, letbe the o--algebra generated by {x0, u5, w5, st}.Let (a,, F p,)
be the probability space of the dynamic process defined by (2) at time1. Let
AR'be a compact set of feasible actions. The admissible decisionfunctions
a, :Q, - A at time t will be measurable with respect to .. The objective of the
system will be to finish the task (drive x, to zero) at minimumcost. Let







where the second equality follows since w, is continuous withzero mean.
Now consider a constant policy;a, t and let x0 be given. Then,
T




From the independence assumption, and sinceu,,t is a zero-mean martingale,
E[uTIxO]E[u.}=0. So, from (4), E[Tjx0]=x0/(f(a) + g). From (4) the cost




Let a* be a solution of min4 c(a)+ hIf(a) + g; ;u,i is an optimal
constant strategy. Letc=(c(a*) + h)/(f(a*)g)anddefineafunctjon,:R'
by
(c(a*) +h)




Given x0, the optimal strategy for the Continuous-time problem is the
constant policy&7a*, to.
Proof. Letfihe any other admissible strategy, b the actiontaken at Limet,
T8 the random-activity completion time using policyfi,andX', I0, the cor-
responding trajectory.
By the Ito differential rule, [10],
dv (xr) =v dx13 + dR
=c*[_f(b1)- g] dt - cdu,,
where dR1 is the incremental covariance of,and the second equality follows from
(2) and (6), since v 0. Taking the stochastic integral of the last equation and
then taking expectations gives
Ifl
- V(X) +E[v(x)] =E[c*I(f(b) + g)dt]
Jo
where, again, use has been made of the fact that u is a zero-mean martingale so
that E[$u, dt]=0. Now, v(xç0)=0 by definition of T, sinceXTII =0 a.e. and
by definition of c, c(b,) + hc*(f(b,) + g), t0. So, using these facts in (6):
v(x0)= c*x0
'Tp
<El J(c(b,) +h)dtj= V(fl, xo).
La
On the other hand,ifb,ad', 0, equalityisobtainedin(7),since
v(x0) =V(* x0).
Corollary.The optimal policy for the continuous-time problem, defined by
(2) to (4)is the constant action:a,t0, where a* is a solution of
minaA (c(a) +h)/(f(a)+ g).
The minimum expected cost is
V*(*)
(c(a*)+h) * Pa= C Po f(a*)±g
The expected completion time using the optimal policy is given by
f(a*) + g
Proof. The proof of the corollary follows immediately from thetheorem
after taking expectations with respect to x0.
The optimal solution of the continuous-time problem depends on thedistri-
butions of,and y, only through the means h and g. Hence, theorem Iis an example
of a "certainty equivalent" result. Furthermore, the expected costdue to the
uncertainty in x° and,, is zero. Since the optimal policy is a constant
independent of x,, t there is no advantage to be gained frommaking observa-
tions of the system state.
'I am indebted to Professor P. F. Varaiya for his hcp with the proof of this theorem.
3294. FREE END TIME PROBLEMS WITH DISCRETE DECISION S1AGFs
In this Section the analysis will be concerned with the discrete stages activity
model (1). In the discrete case the random elements Ifl the problem complicate
the analysis and the simple solution obtained in the previous section no longer
holds. To illustrate the effect of the random elements consider first the deterministic
time-invariant free-end time problem (9) which is obtained from (I) by omitting
the random disturbance terms:
T2 c(a_1) V()=mini c(a,) +
2Lr=o
subject to:
Initial condition:=x° > 0
Dynamics: =- = 0,1,2,...
Final condition: 0 < f(ar_ i)
Admissible actions: a,=(xfl e A. t=0, 1, 2.....
Note that the time, T1, of the last decision is determined implicitlyby the
chosen policy and the constraint (9c). Define the fraction of the last timeperiod in




where the dependence of Tand m onhas been made explicit. Letbe the constant
policy,,a, t=0, 1.....From (9c) and (10) and the assumptionthat work is






c(a) = (T(c) -1 4 m(x))c(a)
=
Let a Rm be a solution to=c(á)/f(á)=min4 c(a)/f(a). The cost of the
optimal constant policy, a; t0, is given by V(á)=x0. Let fi be any other
admissible policy, b, the action takenat time t, and T(fi)- I + rn(/1) the activity
duration. The cost of policy,fi, is
T(fl -2
V(fJ)= c(b,)-4- ?n(fl)c(b1,).
Now, c(b1)c(ä)/f(á)f(bj, t0, so
-2




}henceis the optinut! policy, theflnjfln cost of completingthe activity k I'(9)
Oand the optima! completionisT =° f().These resultsareimi!ar to those which were obtained in Section 2 for the
stochastic contjnuoiis.tj problem.
The remainder of this section is concernedwith the "timeInrariatit" version of problemIin which all of theparameters of the problemremain Coflstaiit over time. The analysis of the stochastic discrete stagesproblem is complicated by the fact that the time,1' -1, at which the lastdecision is made isa random variable with a probability distribution whichdepends on the chosenpolicy. To begin the analysis note that the final condition,(Ic), is equivalentto the definition of the last decision stage:
T= mms +,) o}
process defined by (Ib). It follows from the Wald identity17. p. 38] that:
Now a, is a function of x°. , and the event T is equivalent to the event {(f(a,)+,).v°J. Hence T isa stopping time for the dynamic
E[ ] = E{T].
Before proceeding with a more general analysisit will be useful to consider
the class of policies involving a constant action ineach timepeniod. Letbe any
such constant policy.;a,I =0, I, 2, By definition:
T- I
(f(a)+) - (f(a)+T)+XTI =
Taking expectations and using (11):
E[T](f(a)+E[0]) - j(a)- ]+ E[xT] = E[.x°].
or
E[T -- l](f(a) + E[0]) ± f(a) + E[]-J(a)E[T] ± E[xT.I
Rearranging, and defining=
(12) E[T - I]-E[xT. ]E[0] ± E[T]
f(a) -t- E[0]
From(l)and the time invariance assumption, the expectedcost of the constant
policy,, is given by
T - 2 (c()+ - V()=E + f(a)+ -.
331
=E(x°].
Now, T- Iis determined by x° and . and by assumption.
?o'hy2.. . arc independent of x°., . Hence it follows that T2 isindependent of 'J'o' 2'that;r_is independent of and
andfinally,that E[y] = EL'0]. Therefore from (12):
1 -




+ (e(a) +E[;'0])E[. 1±E[ri]
I.[1(0)+c-F--tij(a)± E[0]
E[XT] E[0]
-J(n)+ E[]J(a) + E[]
Let a be the solution to
c(a*) + E[;'0]
=mini
1a) + EL;0]1 -f(*)+E[0] aeA1 (a) + ER01
and7a. i = 0. 1.....The policy is thecertainty equivalent' policy
obtained from the optimal deterministic policy by replacing the random distur-
bance terms by their expectations. Letbe the optimal constant policy, a.
0. This policy must minimize the value ofV(c)given by (13). Because of the
last term in (13). a depends on the distributions of x°, .,... and not just on
their mean values.
We turn now to a consideration of the class of all admissible policies and
attempt to follow the approach adopted earlier for the deterministic problem.
Let fi be any admissible policy and b, eRmthe action actually taken at timet.
Since the action can be any function of the past history of the process, b is a random
vector. Let S - I be the random variable denoting the last time at which a decision
is made. The duration of the activity under this policy is the random variable.
S - I-i- x1/(f(b5_ )+ ). The expected cost is given by:
V(fJ)E[
(c(h) + ;' (e(h,) +;I)+ X
(f(b) + )I r=0
E[s-2
= (c(h) + E['J'0]) +
(c(b) + E[;o])]
f(h1) +
where the second line follows since S2 depends only on v°. .





where K represents the term under the expectation. By definition.
.S 2
.0 -' =(J(b) +) + -vs-
t=0hence using (14):
Taking expectations and using (II) and (I 5):
K --= E[S - l]F[] -- ,1+LLv
)
t(ji L fth) + ç
as-
Using the "Key Renewal Theorem" {7.p. 42] it can he shown that
== E[. ] - + !o)
]
F - L[c])1 = L{] --Ro]- ----j with probability I.
The final inequality above follows since, from equation(Ib), and the definition





with probability1.It follows that V(fl) >cp0 for any admissible policy ft
Evidently, the certainty equivalent policy, the optimalConstant policy. ,
and the optimal admissible policy, satisfy:
V()V() V(&)C*/).
Temporarily, let x° be a known constant. Fora Constant action the dynamics
of the time invariant random duration controlproblem with the stated indepen-
dence assumptions define a renewalprocess (in the "amount of work completed"
rather than in "time" as in the usual interpretationof renewal processes) In fact,
the problem reduces to the usual definition ofa 'renewal reward process," [7],
except for the terminating condition (Ic) and the assumption thatcosts arc in-
curred, and progress of work is achieved, uniformlyover time. From (13):
V(*) - (.*v={E[T- I] + Lf(u)±j
x ((.((*) + E[;0]).
Now E[T - I] can be regarded as a function of x° (the "renewal function'') and
has the following property (2,p. 3661:
.0 E[(f(a*) +
L[T - I] - -+ - f(u*) + E[]2(f(a*) + E{0])2as--i. Hence substituting in (17):
var(ç(*) + F[;',])
(18) (V(*) -sL--------- -as x- 2(J(a) + E[])
From (16) and (18) it is clear that 0 < V(*) -- V() <Lifis suitably large.
This gives some measure of the expected loss incurred by following the "certainty
equivalent" policy,rather than the true optimal policy .
It can be seen from(13)that a* is the optimal constant action ifthe Contribution
ofthe final term in the objective of( 1) is neglected. Furthermore,a -,as-
since the last terms in the expression for I'() have finite limits. In order tocompare
f with the optimal policy,,it will be necessary to introduce somemore ter-
minology. For simplicity it will be temporarily assumed that the randomvariables
,,t0, may have any non-negative value and that A{aERmIa
Define ,4(x)= aIamjna:f(a) and let A'(x) he the complement ofil(x)
A(x,) is the set of feasible actions which will guarantee completion of thetask
before time t + I. From the assumption about A, A(x) is non-empty for allx0.
If a c Ac(x), then under the above assumptions the activity mayor may not be
completed before t + I. Let r(x1) be the expected cost of completingthe project
given that the state is x, at time t. Then:
and F is the probability distribution function for
,
From the previous analysis the optimal action.a7, for large values ofx1will
approximate the action,a*, which minimizes (c(a)+E[;'0])(f(a) + E[0]).
However, if x, > 0 is small enough and thedecision is made to complete the
activity during the next time period then, from(14) and the independence assump-
tion, the optima! actiona1 =a'. where a solves:
(22) E1a)4- E[-10]
[ f(a') + co
mm.{E['.°-I- E['fl
ueA[ f(a')+jj
Evidently if 0 f(a') then the optimal policy,1(x1) =a'. Finally, the follow-
ing proposition givesa relationship between a* and a' whichprovides upper and
lower bounds for the optimalactions,1(x,),x,0, t under certain conditions.
PropositionIf (c(a) +E[;'0])/(f(a)+ E[0]) is convex in a for (lEA, and 1(a)0,1 in, then aar,I where a and a are defined by






a,EA(X,I ( -f(a1) -,)]F(x8f(aj)
[c(a,) +'t F(x1 - + Ej I - X1
+](
(21) g,(x1) [c(a,) + y,
xrmlntE[f
+,Proof. For any rartdorn variablex l/E[xE[l/x} and so:
E[l= var[1 +1J',l i;[' L[x]Li [xjL-i[?
Letxf(*) +0,thefl:
_E1 <() J(a*) + E[0] [f(at) +c0j L(J(a*) + )2
From the optimality condition for0*:
1 c(a*)
f(j*) + E[0]f((j*)fr(*)±E[y0])
Substituting in the previous inequality, and multiplying through by the positive





Now by definition of a',
(?E['° +E[oJ
= o. [f(a)+]La'
and from the convexity assumption, E[c(a) +E[y]/f(a)+] is also convex in a.
which proves the proposition.
The formulation (19) to (21) provides insight both for the activity problem
considered here and for renewal reward processes in general. For large x,,
v(x1)=g1(x,)cx1.Also, since F(x) is a distribution function, xF(x - k)
=0. Hence the first two terms in (20) will predominate for large valuesof x,.
so that:
g 1(x1)=mme(a) + E['0] + (.*(x - f(a) - Ek0])}.
This functional equation is obviously solved by a as defined in (14). Thisconfirms
that the optimizing action for large x, approximately minimizesthe ratio of the
expected cost to the expected output in each period (rather thanthe expectation
of the ratio of the cost to output in each periodwhich seems, atfirst sight, to
be an equally intuitive result).
The introduction of finite bounds on the possible valuesof the disturbances.
,and on the possible actions a, would complicate thedynamic programming
formulation (19) to (21) without adding anything essential tothe analysis. The
results for the discrete stages timeinvariant random durationcontrol problem






The constant policy. a. t defined by (14). the optimal
COflShtflt
policy. ., and the optimal policy., satisfy:
V(f) V(Y.')
If pis large enough. the opportunity cost involved inusinga "certainty equiv.
alent" policy.. ratherthan the true optimal policy,. satisfies:
var ['] (.(j*)+ E[-,'0]) 0 < V(*)
<2(f(a)+ E[0])2
As x, -the optimal action, - a.Also, if 0 Ja then,(x)a
where a' is defined by (22). Finally, under the conditions of the proposition the
optimal policy satisfies at ,(x,)a'. x,0,=0, I, 2
5.Oprisii. SOUJTIONS FOR Soir PARTICULAR TECIINOL(x;Jrs
The optimal (or nearly optimal) action, a, for the time-invariant freeend
time problems discussed in the previous sections is the solution to a problem of
the form, minaEA (c(a) + d)/(f(a) + g), where d and g are constants representing
the means of the additive disturbance terms in the cost and production functions.
Since it has been assumed that c and fare continuous and that A iscompact this
problem always has a solution. Some simple examples are now stated, however
the computational task involved in solving this problem is not always trivial.
Let the cost and production functions be given by:
c(a,) + 'I=c0 +1ci1 +
J(a,) + g= ea1. i
where ceRand0 >0 Thenat=\/O71ft1mir ma
and the optimal solution does not depend on any parameters of theproduction
equation. However, this is a very special case. If anon-zero constant term is
present in the production function, an optimal solution to this problem is the
solution to a quadratic equation involving parameters from both thecost and
production functions. If c=0 in the preceding example the solution would be




As another example, let thecost function he linear and the production function
be of the Cobb-Douglas type:
((Or)+(1=+ eiur.i > 0
rn
[(as) = h0a,t > 0
where C0. c > 0.c0eR',C1 ER". b1> 0.h1cR'.0 <j< m uid,. < I. Also
3 3()
at=let 4=(aER'la Then theoptimalaction is given by
0,"= I <i < ?fl.
(I
Ifb.= 1the Cobb - I)ouglas production function givesconstant returns
to scale and if> Iit gives increasing returns to scale. In bothof these cases
the solution would he unbounded if the action were not constrained
For more general cases it will be necessary to use numericalapproximation
or specially devised algorithms in order to solve this problem. For the case of
multidimensional linear cost and production functions for example, thealgorithm
given in [3] might be adopted.
6.THEDESIGN OF CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR EcONo1ji: ACTIVITIESOF
RANDOM DURATION
The significance of the results obtained for the time-invariant, free-endtime
activity models analyzed in the previous sections will now be discussed, Ithas
been shown that a constant policy. a*, is optimal for the Continuous random
duration arid deterministic versions oF this problem and that a constant policy
is approximately optimal for the discrete random duration version. Intuitively.
the action, a, minimizes the cost per unit output in each time period. This is
also the action which minimizes the long-run average cost per unit of time in the
corresponding infinite-horizon problem (see [7]).
The fact that the optimal action is approximately constant, independent of
the state, x1, of the system, is quite surprising. This means that the choice of the
optimal action is never affected by chance events. In a construction context for
example, the action taken after two weeks of heavy rain and poor production
should be the same as the action taken after two weeks of fine weather and good
production. Of course, this result depends on the time invariance assumption.
It is no longer true, for example, when additional penalties are incurred, if the
activity is not finished before some given target date. The solutions for free-end
time and fixed duration activity models can be very different. For the fixed-duration
problem, where the production functions are linear and the cost functions are
quadratic, the optimal action is linear and expected cost is quadratic in the state of
the system, (see [1]). In the time invariant free-end time problem, however, the
optimal (or near optimal) action is a constant and the expected cost is a linear
function of the state of the system.
Perhaps the most interesting property oIthis activity model is that information
systems which report the state of the system (amount of work remaining) have
little o no value. The additional freedom of a "free-end time" makes the optimal
actions less dependent on the state of the system and more a function of the
particular technology. The benefits to he derived from the traditional information
system which produces periodic "progress reports" may not, therefore, be very
significant. Again, this conclusion is dependent on the time invariance assumption.
However, it does at least indicate the need for a careful economic analysis of the
value and cost of this type of information in real problems.
?Vo,iliiti,'.sU'rn LT,Iire,silr
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